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STUDIO TIGHTING
STUDIO IÄ,MPS WITH FTEXI-PINS
The CP range of Studio Lamps is desigmed for 3200K applications in film and television studios.
In this range there are two types of lamps - Quartz Halogen and Hard Glass Halogen.
The Ha¡d Glass constnrctions are used for the higher wattage lamps (i.e. above 2kW), and grive
virtually 100% lumen and colour temperature maintenance throughout life.
GEC now announce an important new advance for giving a more reliable performance to twin
filament studio lamps, with the introduction of the flexible pin principle.
These new "Flexi-Pins" will automatically atign with the individual sockets in the lampholder,
helpingto ensure goodelectricalandmechanicalcontact, butmost important, will snbstantially
reduce stresses inthe lamp base.

cP20
GEC introduced the concept of individually switchable twin filament studio lamps in 1966 for the

lar¡nchof BBC colour T.V. withthe CP20 5 kW (2.5 kW2.5 ktlV)lamp.

I

Flexi-Pin
nottoscale

cP20 5 k\iv
cP57 3.75kW
When used on a dimmer circuit and switched from two filaments to one it is possible to lower
light output down to 30% of ma:<imum before falling outside the normal colow temperature
tolerance of modern T.V. cameras.

cP57
The CPSTisatriplewattagetwinfilamentlamp ratedatS.?5 kW (1.25kW2.5k\lV) primarilyfor
use with the latest high sensitivity colour cameras. It provides I.25, 2.5 and 3.75 kW by running
the filaments singly or together.

When used on a dimmer circuit and switched from two filaments to one it is possible to lower
light output d ov¡nto 200/o of maximum before falling outside the normal colour temperahue
tolerance of modern T.V. c¿rmeras.
The CP57 with its 1hree in one' switching capability offers the T.V. lighting director total lighting

flexibility.

LOCÄTION TIGHTING
MEI COOTSE^A,L
GECfirst startedmanufacttuingstandardMEllamps about sevenyears agobut introducedan important
- in 1982. One of the main problems associated with the standard
MEVHMIlampswasthat of heat, particularlyoverheatingof themolybdenum guartz sealwithinthe end
caps. Ãrcingbetweenthe cap and holder added to this overheating and caused early lamp faih.ue.
F\¡rthermore, the rigid support system forthe holders often ledto mechanical stress onthe lamp with a
conseguently high breakage rate.
new dimension - the Coolseal principle

TheCoolsealdevelopmentdrasticallyreducesthe temperature

at the endof the molþdenumseal, which
increases the life of the lamp. The sruface of the seals is etched so that the heat which normally travels
along the seal by the'light pipe' effect is dispersed,

MEI Coolseal with flying leads
result of the Coolseal development and the conseguent reduction of temperatue at each end seal, the
need for expensive cooling fins has been eliminated and the MEI lamp may now be held in position by
simple clips fixed to a flexible mounting which helps to protect it if the luminaire is dropped. The lamp caps
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have been removed and replaced by flying leads so that the electrical contacts can be made in a low
temperature area of the luminaire away fromthe end seal.

Quite apart from the advantages of the new lamp in terms of maintenance and lamp life, it is also easier to
handle. Thelightweightsprungclip holders avoidmechanicaldamagewhenthe luminaire isbeinghandled
on location or during transit. The flying lead principle, originally devised for the 8 kW lamp, is now standard
for 575ïV, 1200W, 2500W and 40001iV.

8kw
I kilowatt linear metal halide lamp is the first light source capable of replacing the traditional Brute
carbon arc lamp. It has been desigmed for infi[ lighting in daylight conditions to simr¡late daylight dr.uing
outside broadcasts and for special effect lightingin film and TV studios.
The lamp has a 'daylight' colour temperature of 5600K, operates at 52 amps and runs on .AC supply.
The first luminairewith its flicker-free electronic sguÉue wave control gear has alreadybeen desigmedby
Lee International working closely with GEC. Lee has cleverly exploited the advantages of the new lamp to
produce a complete lightingr:nit weighing about half of the Brute arc.
The
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(LÃMPS & LIcHTINc) LIMITED

Ã subsidiary of The General Electric Company, p.l.c. of England
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